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Overview of the tests   

The document illustrates, from the methodological point of view and comparing 
their results through a numerical example, four options, which are not mutually 
exclusive but may complement each other, in order to set a  a validation framework 
consistent with different rating philosophies: 
1) Tests based on widening of the confidence intervals around PDs, which require 
asset correlation estimation. Example: correlated binomial test.  
2) Tests which modify the observed DRs, by removing the share of cycle volatility 
that can not be explained by non-PIT ratings, and thus need model cyclicality to be 
quantified. Example: DR adjusted binomial test.  
3) Tests which modify the PDs in order to take into account (besides asset 
correlation) the current state of the cycle, that should be quantified. Example: PD 
adjusted binomial test. 
4) Tests which extend the backtesting horizon, thus offsetting possible DRs 
underestimation during downturns and overestimation during upturns. 
Two other complementary tests using conditional PDs and historical volatilities are 
also discussed. 
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Test 1: correlated binomial test   
In order to introduce the estimated asset correlation into the binomial test, a Monte Carlo 
simulation approach can be used. The main steps involved are: 
1) Simulation of the unobservable systemic risk factor, which determines conditional PDs through 

the one factor model (this can be done per rating grade, as each of them is characterized by its 
own long period PDs and asset correlations); 

2) For each grade, simulation of the number of defaults, which follows a binomial distribution with 
a probability equal to the previously simulated one; the portfolio total defaults result by adding 
up all grades defaults; 

3) Steps 1 and 2 are repeated n times in order to trace rating grades and total default distributions. 
4) Cut off levels for the binomial test can thus be calculated as quantiles of the simulated 

distributions. 

An analytical simplified approach could also be adopted, based on the granularity adjustment (as 
suggested by Tasche), in order to avoid Monte Carlo simulation. The granularity adjustment 
formula derives from second order Taylor quantile expantion and accounts for sample size effect, 
for intra-grade correlation and, when done at portfolio level, also for correlations among grades.  

AC should be internal in order to take rating philosophy into account (see the slide on AC internal 
estimation). External correlations can anyway be used as benchmarks: Basel II correlations, 
eventually modifying in a restrictive sense the confidence level of the test; asset correlations 
derived from KMV and S&P data, respectively as a  floor and a cap; asset correlations used for 
economic capital, etc. 
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Test 2: default rate adjustment  

The main issue here is how to calculate the cyclical degree of the rating models: if a 
sufficiently long data span is available PD and DR volatilities can be calculated on historical 
data series, or a regression can be run between mean PDs and mean DRs (per rating grade or 
at total portfolio level). Otherwise, a portfolio approach can be followed, using on the PD 
side rating migrations and on the DR side asset correlations implied in default rates (see the 
slide on Asset Correlation estimation). 

A benchmark table of cyclicality values, depending on banks rating features, could anyway be 
defined, to be used when internal estimation is not feasible 

At the basis of this test, there is an adjustment of the DRs, through the following steps: 

1) Quantification of the cyclicality degree of the rating model (ranging between 0 
and 100%, being the higher the more cyclical the model is).  The measure can be 
calculated as the ratio between PD and DR volatilities.  

2) Calculation of adjusted default rate, removing from observed default rate the 
cyclical component not included in the PD. 

3) Standard binomial test can then be conducted comparing the adjusted DRs to PDs 
distribution. 
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Test 3: PD adjustment  

The main issue here is how to determine a proper value for the state of the economy. The 
credit cycle can in fact be approximated by a macroeconomic variable (as GDP), or by a linear 
combination of several macroeconomic factors. If internal data series are not long enough to 
check for the impact of macro indicators on default rates, systemic default data could be 
used. Another problem concerns the choice of the most appropriate time lag between 
macroeconomic indicators and default rate observation: we can in fact assume that the 
economic cycle is immediately reflected on defaults, or, better, that some quarters elapse 
before a full effect is deployed. 

At the basis of this test, there is an adjustment of the PDs, through the following 
steps: 

1) The current state of the economy should be calculated.   
2) Adjusted PDs result from the one factor model, which takes into account internal 

asset correlations and the calculated value of the credit cycle. 
3) The adjusted PDs variance can be easily determined, as by assumption defaults 

follow a Bernoulli distribution. 
4) Standard binomial test can then be conducted for comparing realized DRs to their 

theoretical distribution, as expressed through the adjusted PDs and their variance. 

AC should be internal in order to take rating philosophy into account, but external 
correlations can be used as benchmarks (see comment on correlated binomial test).   
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Test 4: extending backtesting horizon  
The time length of the backtesting exercize could be extended in order to offset DRs 
underestimation during downturns and overestimation during upturns. 
In order to correctly offset under and overestimation, one or more full economic cycles 
should be covered,  but recession periods should somehow be compensated by 
upturns: this means that through time it is not sufficient to add new data to the 
existing ones, but the oldest data should be removed (thus getting a mobile sample). 
 Theoretically, two ways exist to lenghten the backtesting horizon: enlarging PDs and 
defaults reference period, for a single observation date, or using annual data (and time 
horizon) related to a multiannual sample. This second choice seems to be better 
because it allows a fair comparison between rating philosophies (Point in Time ratings 
are in fact not supposed to correctly estimate PDs on a longer than one year time 
horizon) and because it is easier to be applied in practice. 

The test relies on long historical series being available and it is thus very difficult to be applied. 
Even if not yet covering a full credit cycle, available data should anyway be used, and evaluated 
at the light of the corresponding economic situation. More data can then be collected through 
time. 
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Numerical example: dataset and standard binomial test   
A numerical example is run, based on an illustrative dataset of Corporate financial ratings, including 
only balance sheet variables and not behavioural or qualitative information. The fictitious data assume 
a model calibrated at 200 bp and that ratings are calculated at end-June 2008, while defaults are 
observed between June 2008 and June 2009.  
The chosen example is meant to emphasize backtesting problems, as the reference balance sheets 
relate to a period (2007 or even 2006) preceding the downturn that, on the opposite, fully displayed its 
effects on defaults. 

Grade PD Cnt AC # Defaults DR k* bin 95% k* bin 99% DR* bin 95% DR* bin 99% test_k* bin 95% test_k* bin 99%

1 0,15% 462 1,53% 2 0,43% 2 3 0,433% 0,649% reject accept

2 0,25% 923 1,52% 4 0,43% 5 6 0,542% 0,650% accept accept

3 0,45% 1390 1,51% 5 0,36% 10 12 0,719% 0,863% accept accept

4 0,80% 1734 1,50% 32 1,85% 20 23 1,153% 1,326% reject reject

5 1,35% 1618 1,48% 17 1,05% 29 33 1,792% 2,040% accept accept

6 2,30% 1387 1,45% 35 2,52% 41 45 2,956% 3,244% accept accept

7 4,00% 1156 1,39% 62 5,36% 57 62 4,931% 5,363% reject reject

8 6,85% 810 1,30% 65 8,02% 67 72 8,272% 8,889% accept accept

9 11,80% 405 1,15% 58 14,32% 58 63 14,321% 15,556% reject accept

10 20,20% 115 0,94% 35 30,43% 30 34 26,087% 29,565% reject reject

TOT 2,50% 10000 1,44% 315 3,15% 275 285 2,750% 2,850% reject reject

Results for the standard binomial test are presented in the table below: 
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Numerical example: comparison of tests 1-2-3   
The dataset was used to drive a comparison among the main different proposed test (of course it  
was not possible to extend the backtesting horizon).   
Asset correlations, used for all tests except than for the standard binomial, were internally 
estimated, and took the values presented in the table on the previous slide. 
The cyclicality degree was in the example (“DR adjusted test”) assumed equal to 60%. 

In the example (“PD adjusted test”), macroeconomic conditions are approximated by GDP behavior: 
the event probability of a GDP change as the one observed between December 2007 and December 
2008 was estimated, on the basis of a time series dating back to 1980; this probability was then 
inverted according to the normal distribution in order to obtain the quantile of the credit cycle 
(around -1 standard deviations).  

The table below compares the different proposed tests and the standard binomial results: 

Standard binomial Correlated binomial DR adjusted PD adjusted

Average PD 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 3.09%

Average DR 3.15% 3.15% 2.89% 3.15%

Cut off DR at 95% 2.75% 3.61% 2.75% 3.37%

Cut off DR at 99% 2.85% 4.23% 2.85% 3.39%

Test on total portfolio at 95% REJ ACC REJ ACC

Test on total portfolio at 99% REJ ACC ACC ACC

N. of grades rejected at 95% 5 3 2 2
N. of grades rejected at 99% 3 1 1 1
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Asset correlation internal estimation  
As some tests require internal asset correlation estimation, a Maximum Likelihood approach is 
suggested, where the function to be maximized is the probability of observing the total sample 
defaults, and that gives results both at portfolio level and at rating grade level. The approach can 
be summarized by step: 

1) The binomial distribution followed by each grade number of defaults (in the sample) is 
expressed as a function of the long term rating grade PD, the number of performing 
counterparties and the unobservable systemic risk factor whose sensitivity depends on asset 
correlations. 

2) The joint likelihood of all grades distribution is computed assuming that, conditional to the 
systemic factor values, defaults are independent across grades 

3) The joint distribution is integrated over all possible outcomes of the systemic factor at time t 
4) Assuming time independence, likelihoods for each point in time can be aggregated to express 

the probability of total sample defaults. This is the function to be log maximized with respect 
to asset correlations and long run PDs. 

In absence of long historical time series, rather than estimate point long run PDs and asset 
correlations for each grade, we can resort to a more parsimonious representation through 
monotonous functions (linking PDs and asset correlations to rating grades). 
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1) To determine the distribution of the credit cycle conditional on the realized DR: this is done 
through a Bayesian approach, which by means of the asset correlations and of the credit cycle 
prior distribution (assumed to be gaussian), determines the posterior distribution of the latter. 
The one factor model is in this case “reverse engineered” in order to evaluate the implicit 
economic cycle on the basis of DRs values.   

2) To calculate the current state of the economy, expressed as a probabilistic measure of real 
macroeconomic data and then to transform it into a gaussian quantile. 

3) The current state of the economy is finally compared to the theoretical posterior distribution 
through a traffic light approach: 
• If the theoretical measure goes in the opposite direction of the empirical one, calibration 

should be revised 
• If the theoretical and empirical credit cycle go in the same direction but the first is worse, 

calibration should be kept under control 
• If the empirical credit cycle is worse than theoretical one, calibration is prudential enough 

Complementary test: traffic light test on credit cycle 
The objective of the test is to quantify the economic cycle scenario that is implicit in the difference 
between default rates and PDs, and to compare it to the realized default rate. The main steps are: 
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Traffic light test: numerical example 

GDP quantile: -1 standard deviations  

Implied credit cycle 
Posterior distribution X* Asset correlation per rating grade 

PDs per rating grade 

DRs per rating grade 

Macroeconomic conditions are approximated 
by GDP behavior, as for the test in which PDs 
are adjusted, and the same method is used to 
determine the state of the economy.  

    P1 =  -1.515 
Mean =  - 0.997 
    P99 =  -0.475 

Percentiles 

According to this 
example, calibration 
appears in line with 
economic cycle, thus 
allowing for a positive 
DRs – PDs gap.  

Graphical interpretation 

If GDP quantile falls in red area, the gap 
DR-PD is not justified by the favorable 
macroeconomic environment 

If GDP quantile lies in 
green area, model is 
deemed as adequate or 
even prudential  

Yellow area indicates a 
warning signal, since model 
predicts significant less 
severe conditions than the 
ones observed in the 
economy 

Dec 2008 GDP change 

The data used are 
the same as for the 
other examples 
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Complementary test: comparison in terms of 
variability units 

A simplified approach to backtesting ex-ante calculated default probabilities against realized default rates could be 
to compare PD and DR in terms of units of variance instead than in terms of absolute values.  
This framework should be useful in neutralizing the rating philosophy effect: the standard binomial test implicitly 
assumes that, being PDs perfectly Point in Time, their variance through time equals default rates variance. But in 
the case of hybrid ratings the former should be lower, or even zero for pure (stylized) Through the Cycle models. 
The comparison between predicted and observed default rates should then be normalized by taking into account 
the variances. A simplified way to do that could be to express the distance between current and long term average 
values (both of DRs and PDs, where the long term average should for both coincide with the Central Tendency) in 
terms of standard deviation units. 
In order to verify if the null hypothesis that the distance between the two adjusted values is zero holds or not, a 
statistical test must be developed. At the state of the art, the test only gives a qualitative result, which can anyway 
be used to complement other tests. 

PD and DR volatilities can be calculated on historical data series or through a portfolio approach, like in the 
case of the DR adjustment test.  

%50.22008 =PD

( ) %27,0=PDσ

91.02008 =∆PD

%00.2== LRLR DRPD
%15.32009 =DR

( ) %91,0=DRσ

26.12009 =∆DR

The data used are the same as for 
the other examples 

In this case PD underestimates 
DR: in order to undestand if the 
null hypothesis holds,  the 
difference in the two values 
should be properly assessed 
through a statistical test 
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